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Aviraté - the meaning of sensuality, evokes its 
brand heritage from the roots of Sanskrit throughout its global 
presence.

Aviraté has come to characterize modern luxury and 
sophistication inspired by grace and elegance.
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BACKGROUND

Aviraté  
The international fashion brand owned by leading Sri Lankan apparel 
manufacturer - Timex & Fergasam Group, started its retail journey in 
June of 2010 throughout the Asia-Pacific region, by launching itself 
into the biggest department store in Colombo, Sri Lanka. 

Later on in the year the brand Aviraté started its own retail business 
with a 2700sq feet Flagship Store, in the same city. It followed up with 
5 more of it’s own retail stores across Sri Lanka, and 12 retail outlets 
in India. Since then, it has established itself as a brand known for its 
global fashion DNA.

The brand’s manufacturing arm supplies apparel to global brands 
including Ralph Lauren, Calvin Klein, Elie Tahri, Marks&Spencer, to 
name but a few.

Aviraté is adapted from the 
Sanskrit word ‘avirati’ which 
means sensuality

”

”

Company
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From being a core, dress wear brand, Aviraté has expanded its product portfolio towards a lifestyle fashion 
brand. Both Aviraté Signature and Classic collections are inspired by the latest international fashion trends, 
addressing all the needs of a modern lifestyle driven customer.

The collections support the essence of a complete wardrobe, day and evening wear, offering dresses, stylish 
trousers and skirts paired back with coordinating tops, lingerie, accessories and footwear. With it´s offer, 
the brand Aviraté is expanding throughout Europe, Canada and US Markets.

COMPANY BACKGROUND
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Aviraté is a lifestyle driven international fashion brand, which appeals 
to every woman´s sense of style and modern attitude.

The collection offers an exclusive design quality with a range of 
clothing and accessories. Its extensive selection of day and evening 
wear, lingerie, shoes and bags, inspires the modern contemporary 
client in all her fashion needs.

Aviraté rediscovers the inherent feminine sensuality inside her and 
makes it shine in a manner that is just exclusive enough to set herself 
apart from others.

The Brand
COMPANY BACKGROUND
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Management

Mr. A.S Ashraf is the Chairman and Director of the Timex & Fergasam 
Group. Mr. Ashraf is one of Sri Lanka’s most successful businessmen, 
holding a Chairman position in many successful subsidiaries of the 
Group such as Eveden Timex Pvt. Ltd., Timex Garment Sourcing Ltd., 
Fergasam (Bangladesh) Ltd., Timex Fashion Designs United Kingdom, 
Fashion 365 Retail Pvt. Ltd., and the recently launched international 
fashion brand, Aviraté Pvt. Ltd.

COMPANY BACKGROUND

Mr. Arshad Sattar is Managing Director of Timex & Fergasam Group, 
and Founder of Aviraté Pvt. Ltd and Fashion 365 Retail Pvt. Ltd.  
Mr. Sattar, another successful business man in Sri Lanka heads 
subsidiaries of Timex & Fergasam Group such as Eveden Timex Pvt. 
Ltd., Timex Garment Sourcing Ltd., Fergasam (Bangladesh) Ltd., and 
Timex Fashion Designs United Kingdom.
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Mission

We engage our clients in an emotional connection with the brand 
Aviraté, by providing innovative designs and high quality products 
on an international fashion level. Our sophisticated mix of textures 
and styles emerge as the lifestyle choice of the Aviraté woman.

Values

Aviraté’s vision of women in fashion lives on, loyal to strong values: 
sensuality, femininity, grace and modernity.

Brand Summary

Aviraté, the international fashion label with a focus on “modern 
sensuality” is produced in Sri Lanka and retailed across the world.

PROFILE
Brand
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Aviraté’s clothing line as an international fashion brand 
consistently strives to deliver classic, flattering and 
innovative garments with an awareness towards global 
trends.

Furthermore, it has a diversified product range every season 
offering the very best that will cater to all occasions. 

Moving its product line of day wear to evening and work 
wear, Aviratè has a competitive advantage of being able to 
cater to almost every need of the customer. 

Focusing more on trends and vogue, Aviratè unveils 
its Spring/Summer and Autumn/Holiday collections 
annually, placing itself on an international platform. 

The seasons are compiled of a variety of products that are 
ideally catered for all times, be it special or casual. 

Aviraté targets the urban fashionistas around the age of 30+ who are socially accomplished.

Aviraté women are discerning and have an evolved taste of fashion, enjoying good quality and luxury.

Aviraté ranges include extensive selections of day and evening dresses, tops, bottoms, lingerie, 
footwear, bags & accessories.

Aviraté keeps itself at par with global trends and styles and launches a new collection every month.

Aviraté  believes in designing clothes for ‘real women’ & offers a wide range in size to compliment 
every body type.

Products & Services
BRAND PROFILE
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Aviraté simultaneously offers a collection of lingerie that 
compliments the ready to wear collections, which in turn gives the 
customer a complete wardrobe solution. 

There is always something new coming into our stores. 

Another part of the brand’s offering is an exclusive selection of 
accessories including shoes, bags, belts, scarves and a selection of the 
finest fashion jewellery. 

The Aviraté range is drawn by an international team of dynamic 
designers across the world who keep a close watch on the latest 
international trends.

Aviraté Brand
BRAND PROFILE
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Aviraté stores are situated in prime locations in urban areas. These are 
high traffic areas close to residential neighbourhoods. Other locations 
of preference are premium malls which generate regular and quality 
footfalls, ones in prestigious, high-traffic locales. 

The store designs emulate wide-open spaces and have well-defined 
layouts to ensure customers’ shopping experiences are pleasurable. 

It is strategically important for the brand’s growth to have presence 
in prestigious locations in order to acquire the top tier target audience 
who’s spending capacity and purchasing power is higher.

Aviraté  is characterized by its stark exterior – a façade of black and 
white glass accentuated by gold coloured signage. Part of its façade 
comes alive at night via a screen that displays Aviraté sponsored 
fashion shows and collections.

WORLD
Aviraté
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The latest  Aviraté  store design along with the golden feature 
mannequins greet the customer from the entrance. 

Wooden and glossy white tiled floors compliment the interior of the 
store with a textured antique gold ceiling and decorative fixtures. 

The backdrop of the cashier’s desk is embossed with black silhouettes 
on gold fabric, illuminated from above and framed by white walls.

Another key feature in our flagship and premium outlets is the glass 
roof above a sculpture that filters daylight into the room whilst leather 
lounge chairs and glass coffee tables in the adjacent area allows those 
accompanying customers to wait in comfort.

The changing rooms are spacious in design, fitted with timber floors and 
large mirrors. The stores have dedicated display areas for the complete 
range of Aviraté products. 

Store Design
Aviraté WORLD
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The Colombo office and design studio has a unique advantage of having access to global resources. The 
teams can keep a close eye on the trends happening in London by communicating with the offices located 
in Paddington and working closely with the buying team. In addition to this, regular discussions with the 
designer for the Signature brand based in Canada allows an insight into what drives the North American 
markets. 

Seeking the latest fabrics is facilitated through the offices and suppliers based in Hong Kong and South 
Korea which compliment the in house digital printing facilities and embroidery unit.

The design team works closely with the patten cutters and are able to sample up new styles in house which 
enables a speed to market approach. 

Tuka 3D technology enables an exclusive preview of how a garment will look to restrict unnecessary 
sampling time and ensure that the cut and fabric are appropriate for the designers vision.

Global Approach
Aviraté WORLD
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MEDIA
Aviraté

Social Media

Aside from investments in traditional media outlets, Aviraté believes in having a strong presence on 
popular social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and Instagram. New collections, feature 
garments, sale items, PR articles, store openings and all brand related announcements are made on these 
platforms. They have proven to be increasingly important sources for collecting customer feedback and a 
user friendly platform for customers to interact. In particular, customers feel comfortable expressing their 
concerns and take great pleasure in sharing their Aviraté moments for the brand to highlight.

Online portals & Website

Aviraté also deems important presence on some of the leading e-commerce sites in the region, namely, 
Myntra, Jabong, Zivame and Flipkart. Now, the click-and-mortar brand is successfully reaching their target 
and niche audiences via these renowned lifestyle and fashion channels, evident in the footprint expansion 
online.

We have established online stores for the Asian, Pacific and regions of the Americas:  
www.aviratefashion.com our International store. The Aviraté online strategy is to push garments via 
advertising campaigns and promotions that are concurrently implemented to support the offline platforms. 
On the website, garments are pushed category wise and major season sales and discounts highlighted as 
per in-store activations. The umbrella categories include sale items, latest styles, best sellers, clothing, 
accessories and lingerie.
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Aviraté MEDIA

VOGUE India Feb.2015 Campaign for F/W2015 

Advertising  campaigns

AUSTRIA CANADA GERMANY HONG KONG INDIA SRI LANKA SWITZERLAND UNITED STATES WWW.AVIRATEFASHION.COM
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SHOP
Shop in

Modular shop in shop concept for global department stores.
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LIGANOVA
Aviraté &

For Avirate’s strategic retail & marketing concepts we have partnered with LIGANOVA  
BrandRetail Company who are international leaders in the  field of  in store visual merchandising and 
marketing communication.

Together with LIGANOVA we are creating the strategic retail development towards all needed marketing 
tools for the Aviraté brand awareness at the point of sales.
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Aviraté is a Womenswear Brand, made for the socially accomplished 
woman who loves to dress up on every occasion.

A wide range of products is being offered for the respective occasion, 
in which LIGANOVA is building up the Visual Appearance 
throughout Visual Merchandising and Product Placement. 

Monthly adapted Campaign Themes are being designed for the 
Window Campaign and In Store Visual Merchandising Set Up.

Aviraté & LIGANOVA
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Hermes-OTTO
Aviraté &

Distribution & Services

As a global brand, Aviraté  builds its international network through 
cooperation with world class partners. 

Retailers find access to the Aviraté range on OTTO’s Zitra online 
marketplace, as well as support services for an ideal order environment 
centred around international purchasing and distribution. 

Aviraté products can be ordered comfortably online, having access to 
support with processing, payment processes and the unique logistics 
competence of Hermes Fulfilment.



WORLDWIDE
Contacts

SRI LANKA
AVIRATE FLAGSHIP STORE
NO. 30, MAITLAND CRESCENT, COLOMBO 7
T: +94 11 438 0780
F: +94 11 464 1867
E: INFO@AVIRATEFASHION.COM

RETAIL STORES:

CINNAMON LAKESIDE SHOPPING ARCADE
NO. 115, SIR C. A. GARDINER MAWATHA, COLOMBO 2
T: +94 11 464 1422

KANDY CITY CENTRE
L-3, #6B, DALADA VEEDIYA, KANDY
T: +94 81 495 1513

CRESCAT BOULEVARD
SHOP NO. 12, GROUND FLOOR, NO. 89, 
GALLE ROAD, COLOMBO 3
T: +94 11 464 5450

LIBERTY PLAZA
NEW RETAIL PODIUM, UNIT NO. 8, 1ST FLOOR, NO. 250, 
R. A. DE MEL MAWATHA, COLOMBO 3

UK
TIMEX FASHION DESIGNS LTD.
1ST FLOOR, BRIDGE HOUSE, NO. 63-65, 
NORTH WHARF ROAD,
PADDINGTON, LONDON W2 1LA
T: +44 20 7262 0365
E: ROLAND.GREEN@TIMEXFASHION.COM

GERMANY  AUSTRIA  SWITZERLAND
ZITRA GMBH MEMBER OF THE OTTO GROUP
ESSENER STRASSE 89, 22419 HAMBURG, GERMANY
T: +49 6081 96 54 199
F: +49 6081 96 54 198
M:+49 172 67 323 74, Michael Hasse
E: MICHAEL.HASSE@ZITRA.COM
WWW.ZITRA.COM 

DÖRKEN TEXTIL OHG
ERIKAWEG 8, 71640 LUDWIGSBURG
T: +49 7141 31039
F: +49 7141 378235

INDIA - SOUTH
AVIRATE FLAGSHIP STORE - INDIA
NO. 589, 12TH MAIN ROAD HAL 2ND STAGE, INDIRA NAGAR
BENGALURU - 560038
T: +9180 4203 2679

THE COLLECTION, UB CITY
114, 1ST FLOOR, 24 VITTAL MALLYA ROAD
BENGALURU - 560 001
T: +9180 4155 7555

PHOENIX MARKETCITY
LG-40, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, WHITEFIELD ROAD, 
MAHADEVAPURA, BENGALURU - 560048
T: +9180 6726 6196
THE FORUM VALUE MALL
SHOP NO 008 GROUND FLOOR NO 62, WHITEFIELD MAIN ROAD
BENGALURU - 560066
T: +9180 4012 4723

PHOENIX MARKETCITY
F-43, 1ST FLOOR, VELACHERI, 
CHENNAI - 600042
T: +9144 3008 3444

THE FORUM FIZA MALL
UNIT NO 18 UPPER GROUND FLOOR, PANDESHWAR ROAD
MANGALORE - 575001
T: +9182 4249 8108
FORUM SUJANA MALL
8B UPPER GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. S-16, SURVEY NO. 1009,
K P H B PHASE 6, KUKATPALLY, HYDERABAD, 
TELANGANA - 500072
T: +914030534220

INDIA - WEST
HIGH STREET PHOENIX
SKYZONE, F-7, 1ST FLOOR, 462, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG,
LOWER PAREL (W), MUMBAI - 400013
T: +9122 4004 3242

OBEROI MALL
SHOP NO S-6,2ND FLOOR, OFF WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY,
GOREGAON (EAST) MUMBAI - 400063
T: +9122 4010 7008

PHOENIX MARKETCITY
UG-77, NEAR KAMANI JUNCTION, L.B.S. MARG, 
KURLA (W), MUMBAI - 400070
T: +9122 6180 1558

INORBIT MALL
UNIT NO G12 & G26 PART, GROUND FLOOR, MALAD LINK ROAD, 
MALAD WEST, MUMBAI-400064

PHOENIX MARKETCITY
GP-12, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, VIMAN NAGER,
PUNE - 411014
T: +9120 6689 0559

ICC TECH PARK
SHOP NO.-5, SENAPATI BAPAT ROAD
PUNE - 411016
T: +9120 4121 2343

INDIA - NORTH
AMBIENCE MALL
F-104, 1ST FLOOR, VASANT KUNJ
NEW DELHI - 110070
T: +9111 4087 0715

ALSO AVAILABLE AT SHOPPERS STOP & CENTRAL
For any queries write to info@aviratefashion.in or call +91 80 49236600
For more details visit www.aviratefashion.in

TIMEX FASHION DESIGN
DUSSELDORF FASHION HOUSE
HOUSE 2/ROOM 2A012, DANZIGER STRASSE 101
40468 DUSSELDORF
T: +49 171 774 5529
E: ERIC.DOERKEN@TIMEXSL.COM

HONG KONG
TIMEX GARMENT SOURCING LTD.
UNIT R & Q, 13/F, WAH LIK, INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, NO. 459-469,
CASTLE PEAK ROAD, TSUEN WAN, HONG KONG
T: 852 2422 8026
F: 852 2426 0029

CANADA
T&FG FASHION INC.
160 TYCOS DRIVE SUITE 125 TORONTO, ONTARIO M6B 1W8
T: +1 416 551 8634
E: MARIE.HAY@TFGFASHION.COM

AGENCE LESLIE FYFE
555 RUE CHABANEL OUEST MONTREAL, QC H2N 2L1  
T: +1 514-383-5544
E: FYFE_LESLIE@HOTMAIL.COM

USA
BCLARK DESIGNS
262 WEST 38TH STREET SUITE 201 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10018
T: +1 212 564 9544
E: BCLARKDESIGNS@VERIZON.NET

ZOLLETT & ASSOCIATES
222 MERCHANDISE MART PLAZA SUITE 13-553 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60654
T: +1 740 881 4348
E: RDZOLLETT@GMAIL.COM

PAM KRAMER & ASSOCIATES
DALLAS WORLD TRADE CENTER 
2050 STEMMONS FRWY SUITE 15549 DALLAS, TEXAS 75207
T: +1 214 630 8779
E: PKRAMER@AIRMAIL.NET

DON BRODY SALES
530 MONTE VISTA ROAD ARCADIA, CALIFORNIA 91007
T: +1 626 818 2709
E: DONBRODYSALES@AOL.COM



www.aviratefashion.com




